
How Axon Health* uses Arist

to drive global sales
A distributed sales force increased product 
knowledge 18.6% in 5 minutes a day

Open Rates



“Reps really loved it. They kept telling us to 
put all their trainings on Arist because 
most of their time is spent traveling 
between clients or on their phones. They’d 
switch from texting a prospect to texting 
theirlearning.”


Sales Leader - Axon Health

Learning snapshot

Impact

Small form factor messaging app-based 
learning dramatically sped up content 
creation velocity. 


Learners on the go were able to use 
messaging apps they already checked 
between meetings. Lessons required an 
average of 5 minutes to complete. 


Messaging apps became reference points 
for best practices and reporting tools on 
how new techniques worked.

Changing sales behavior

Axon Health needed to support sales 
knowledge of a newly launched product 
with details that were changing daily.    

When many L&D teams require a minimum 
of 4 hours to change simply a letter of a 
preset training, Axon Health needed to 
deploy and update learning with much 
more agility.


Representatives were always on the go yet 
needed daily check-ins about new product 
updates as well as changing best 
practices to sell.

The challenge

18.6% confidence lift in product     
knowledge


9.5/10 learner rating of delivery    
method


Enabled sales leaders to identify 
which IC’s needed more support

Sales reps reported an 18.6% lift in 
confidence regarding both the challenger 
sales methodology as well as product 
knowledge for a new launch. 


The constant stream of real-time learner 
data enabled sales leaders to determine 
which techniques worked best and 
identify IC’s who needed more support.

*Name changed for privacy reasons

Axon Health and Arist

Text back: A time where 
you incorrectly identified a 
customer stakeholder profile. 
Based on what you learned in 
this course, how could you 
have handled it differently?

I mistakenly confused a 
talker and a mobilizer. 
Requesting action by within 
a specific timeframe tells me 
if my stakeholder is a talker 
or a mobilizer. For one of my 
analytical customers I had to 
provide data and evidence 
that he could review in order 
to consider converting. I was 
more detail oriented with my 
message as well.
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